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Docket No; 100017466Q1

IN THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF EDMONTON

BETWEEN:

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

- and -

PATRICK CHARLES CLAYTON
Accused

AGREED STATEMENT OF FACT

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 655 of the Criminal Code of Canada, the following numbered

paragraphs contain facts, which are alleged by the Crown and admitted by the Accused PATRICK

CHARLES CLAYTON, in addition to those facts already proved and accepted into evidence, forthe

purpose of dispensing with formal proof thereof at this trial on charges:

That PATRICK CHARLES CLAYTON

Count 1: That he, on or about the 21 st day of October, 2009, at or near
Edmonton, Alberta, did, without lawful excuse, point a firearm to wit: a rifle at
Nadir Gova, Randy Morrow, Charlene Brown, Shawn Donnelly, Kyla
McDonald, and Andrew Hoffman contrary to section 87(1) of the Criminal
Code of Canada.



Count 7; That he, on or about the 21st day of October 2009, at or near
Edmonton, Alberta, did use a firearm to wit: a rifle in taking hostage Randy
Morrow, Charlene Brown, Shawn Donnelly, Kyla McDonald, Andrew
Hoffman, Catherine Hughston, Marie Collins, Alex Wong and Shannon Blum
by confining (or imprisoning or forcibly seizing or detaining) Randy Morrow,
Charlene Brown, Shawn Donnelly, Kyla McDonald, Andrew Hoffman,
Catherine Hughston, Marie Collins, Alex Wong and Shannon Blum and
uttering (or conveying or causing any person to receive) a threat to cause the
death of Randy Morrow, Charlene Brown, Shawn Donnelly, Kyla McDonald,
Andrew Hoffman, Catherine Hughston, Marie Collins, Alex Wong and
Shannon Blum (or cause bodily harm to Randy Morrow, Charlene Brown,
Shawn Donnelly, Kyla McDonald, Andrew Hoffman, Catherine Hughston,
Marie Collins, Alex Wong and Shannon Blum or continue the confinement,
imprisonment or detention of Randy Morrow, Charlene Brown, Shawn
Donnelly, Kyla McDonald, Andrew Hoffman, Catherine Hughston, Marie
Collins, Alex Wong and Shannon Blum) with intent to induce the Edmonton
Police Service to provide him: media access or such other means to have his
message communicated to the public or food or water or cigarettes or the
Chief of Police or a Supreme Court Justice or an apology from the doctor
who treated him as a condition of the release of Randy Morrow, Charlene
Brown, Shawn Donnelly, Kyla McDonald, Andrew Hoffman, Catherine
Hughston, Marie Collins, Alex Wong and Shannon Blum, contrary to section
279.1 (2) of the Criminal Code of Canada.

Count 18: That he, on or about the 21st day of October 2009, at or near
Edmonton, Alberta, did have in his possession (or carry) a weapon (or
imitation of a weapon or prohibited device or ammunition or prohibited
ammunition), to wit: a rifle for a purpose dangerous to the public peace (or
for the purpose of committing an offence), contrary to section 88(1) of the
Criminal Code of Canada.

The Accused, PATRICK CHARLES CLAYTON, admits the following:

1. The Workers Compensation Board (WCB) Central building is located at 9912-107 Street

in Edmonton, Alberta. This building is on the west side of 107 Street, north of 99 Avenue. The

front doors to the building are on the east side of the building. There is a double set of doors to

enter the building. Directly inside the front entrance is a security desk. To the right (north) of the

security desk is a set of glass sliding doors. The doors are controlled by a card key reader and

provide access to the secure part of the building. Inside the secure area, there is a stairwell and

a set of three elevators. Past the elevator lobby is a courier entrance at the back (west side) of

the building. [See Exhibit A; Diagram Tab, aerial and main floor diagrams].

2. To the left (south) of the security desk is a room which contains the Customer Service

reception area and a small waiting room with chairs. The Customer Service area has four chairs



for staff behind a desk. It has no security glass. [See Exhibit A: Diagram Tab, main floor

diagram; Scene Tab, photos 6-8]. The front counter operated from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm. WCB

employee shifts vary and could start as early at 6:45 am.

3. On October 21, 2009, Nadir Gova (Gova) was employed as a Security officer at the WCB

building and manned the security desk. He was not armed. Gova had been there since 6:30 am,

opening the doors to the building at 6:45 am. It was a normal business day, with a number of

employees in the building.

4. At approximately 8:30 am, the accused Patrick Clayton (Clayton) walked southbound

toward the front doors of the WCB. He was wearing a knapsack and carrying a rifle case.

Clayton put the case on a bench that was on the sidewalk and removed a rifle. This was

captured on WCB surveillance video. [See Exhibit A, Scene Tab, picture 3; Video Tab, video

and pictures 1-4].

5. At this time, WCB worker, Michelle Lloyd (Lloyd) was being dropped off by her husband

at the front doors of the WCB. She observed the accused entering the front doors with the gun.

She ran back and told her husband to call 911. She could observe events unfold in the lobby

and warned multiple people not to enter the building.

6. While in the lobby of the building, the accused Clayton was captured on surveillance

video [See Exhibit A: Video Tab, video and pictures 5-10].

7. As the accused Clayton walked through the front sliding doors, he immediately pointed

the rifle at Security officer Gova at the front desk and moved straight towards him yelling, "Lock

this place down."

8. Gova said "Please don't shoot, just take it easy buddy". Gova attempted to move away

from the counter and weave back and forth so as to not be a stationary target. As he did so, the

accused Clayton continued to level the rifle at Gova, pointing it at him all the while and following

Gova's movements with the rifle. Gova moved a rolling chair out of the way and tried to duck

down behind the counter as much as he could.

9. Gova was trying to hit the silent alarm to advise their security company and the



Edmonton Police Service (EPS) of the situation. It was too late to hit the lock down button, as

Clayton was inside the building.

10. The accused Clayton moved toward the Customer Service area. Five women (including

Cherie Lewis) were in the area behind the front counter. They heard the accused yelling at

them: "Girls, I want you to come over here right now!" Clayton paced around near their counter.

He was holding the rifle with the muzzle pointed up. The women did not comply. They got down

and crawled on their bellies and hands and knees until they were outside the reception area.

Some of them were panicking and hid in the meeting rooms in this area. However, fearing the

accused Clayton could jump over the counter and see them, they continued to crawl to a back

corridor near the women's washroom. There was an emergency exit door located there. Not

knowing the location of the accused Clayton, they did not leave the building to get out. As soon

as they crossed into the corridor near the washroom, they heard a shot fired. They feared Gova

had been shot One of them called 911 to advise the police there was a gunman in the building.

Other employees who had hid in the stairwell joined them. The group hid at the back corridor,

remaining quiet so that the accused Clayton could not find them, for approximately 1.5 hours

until the tactical team burst in. After the group was cleared by the police, they were told to go out

the backdoor. [See Exhibit A; Diagram Tab, main floor diagram]. The group was held fora

while on the side of the building and then hurriedly escorted across the grass and down the

street toward the Legislature and on to Edmonton Transit Service (ETS) buses. It was a cold

day. Many in the group had no jackets or personal items (e.g. purses, keys, phones, etc.). One

woman had no shoes on and was given mittens to put on her feet by a lady who had them in her

purse.

11. When the accused Clayton moved toward the Customer Service area, Gova swiped his

card at the card key reader to gain access to the secure part of the building. He did not want to

leave without activating the silent alarm. Gova returned to the desk and hit the silent alarm to

call police and the security company. He then swiped his card and exited the secure door. The

accused Clayton saw Gova leaving, shouted and pursued him, running through the secure door

after him. As Clayton did so, he pointed the rifle at Gova. [See Exhibit A: Video tab, video]

12. Gova ran straight past the elevator lobby, through the courier entrance and out the back

door. He did not look back. He heard a shot in his direction before he got through the first set of

doors. [See Exhibit A; Diagram Tab, main floor diagram]



13. Clayton had discharged a round from the rifle. On subsequent examination, forensic

officers found a bullet hole in the west wall above the exit doors (i.e. above the first set of doors

Gova passed to get out of the building).

14. The wall with the bullet hole in it was approximate 6.78 metres west of the wall containing

the elevators. Following a trajectory, forensic officers determined the bullet would have been

fired from opposite the west elevator, near the north wall of the hallway. The approximate

distance would have been 7.6 meters. Due to the cinder block construction of the building, the

bullet was not recovered. [See Exhibit A: Scene Tab, pictures 13-16]

15. Gova burst through the exit doors and immediately came upon a woman who was trying

to gain access to the building to deliver mail. Gova screamed at her "Run, run, drop everything

and run. There is a gunman coming!" This woman immediately returned to her vehicle and

drove away.

16. Gova ran around the building and called 911 on his cell phone, identifying himself as the

official who hit the silent alarm. Gova also warned multiple people not to enter the building. He

met with the police when they arrived and reported what occurred. He remained and assisted

police until approximately 6:30 pm due to his knowledge of the building (location of stairwells,

exits, etc.) and to lock and unlock the elevators for the swat team and police robot.

17. Randy Morrow (Morrow) had suffered an injury to his shoulder in a workplace accident.

He was a WCB claimant. That morning he had an 8:30 am medical appointment in the building.

Having been told to arrive early for the appointment, Morrow had checked in with both the

security desk and the Customer Service desk at 8:00 am. He was waiting in the chairs in

Customer Service along the north side of the formation of chairs, closest to the security desk.

This location was out of the sight line of the front sliding doors. [See Exhibit A: Diagram Tab,

main floor diagram].

18. Around 8:30 am, Morrow was still waiting for his appointment. He was the only one in the

waiting area. Morrow heard yelling first. He heard a male shouting to lock the building down.

Morrow was not sure at first what he was hearing. Then he saw the women behind the

Customer Service Desk scatter. He peaked around the corner and saw Clayton with the rifle.



19. Morrow tried to scurry behind the Customer Service counter (i.e. where the women had

been stationed), but the doors were locked. He heard the shot. He believed he could not run

out the front doors of the building as that was where the gunman was. He hid in the Customer

Service area as best as he could.

20. Clayton came over and found Morrow. He pointed the rifle at him and said "Let's go".

Morrow was afraid for his life and complied. Clayton asked Morrow for a cigarette and Morrow

gave it to him. Clayton stated "I'm sorry, I'm sorry". They moved toward the security desk.

21. A female medical receptionist, Charlene Brown (Brown), was working on the second

floor. She was going to escort Morrow upstairs even though the doctor has not yet arrived as

Customer Service advised he had been waiting since 8:00 am. Brown heard a bang just before

she came down. To her it had a metal sound and she thought perhaps something had happened

to an elevator (unbeknownst to her, it was the discharge of the rifle). Brown took the stairs to the

main floor. The stairwell led into the elevator bank on the main floor. [See Exhibit A: Diagram

Tab; main floor diagram] When Brown opened up the door from the stairwell, she saw smoke.

She went to inquire with the security desk about the smoke, but there was no one there. Brown

noticed it was also smoky in the Customer Service area and was going to inquire about the

smoke there, but saw no one behind the desk. As Brown walked around the corner into the

Customer Service area, she saw the Morrow and the gunman, Clayton.

22. The accused Clayton had the rifle at 90 degrees from his body, pointing outward. He

was talking to Morrow, but looking at Brown. Clayton pointed the gun at Brown and commanded

her to open the door. Brown was not sure which door he wanted open. She had a scan key for

the security door, but knew she should not let him into the secure area. She was considering

whether she had any choice.

23. Accused Clayton walked through the lobby towards the security doors. He walked

directly behind Brown with the rifle pointed at her back. Morrow followed behind. At that point

the security door opened as a male, Shaun Donnelly (Donnelly), was coming through from the

other direction. [See Exhibit A: Video Tab; video and pictures 9, 10]

24. Donnelly worked as a case manager at the WCB on the 8th floor. At approximately 8:30



am that morning, he put on his parka and headed to the elevators to go outside for a cigarette

break. While he waited for an elevator, he heard a loud bang. Donnelly thought perhaps a

transformer had blown. Considering it could have been an elevator problem, he waited for a

second elevator to arrive.

25. When Donnelly arrived on the main floor and the elevators opened, he observed smoke

in the lobby. He made his way out of the building through the security doors. As he came

through the doors, he encountered the accused Clayton. Clayton pointed the firearm at Donnelly

and motioned for him to proceed back through from the direction he came. The gun was

sufficient intimidation to Donnelly that he complied. [See Exhibit A: Video Tab, video and

picturelO]

26. Morrow stood by the security desk and accused Clayton waited for him to come before all

four of them (the accused Clayton, and the complainants Morrow, Brown and Donnelly) went

through the security door. Inside the door, they came upon female complainant Kyla McDonald

(McDonald).

27. McDonald worked on the main floor of the WCB Central building as a wellness assistant.

Her work area was located to the immediate right after passing through the security doors. [See

Exhibit A: Diagram Tab; main floor]. The door from the wellness area automatically locks.

28. McDonald had been sitting at her desk and heard a loud boom. It was so loud, she

believed the ceiling had collapsed. She ran into the elevator lobby with her supervisor behind

her to investigate what had happened. She noticed the hall was smoky, but couldn't see where

the smoke was coming from. Another male staff member also came out to investigate the noise

and smoke. He returned to his office.

29. McDonald's supervisor looked toward the security desk and said "Oh my God". She ran

straight back to her desk to call 911. McDonald did not hear her supervisor say: "there is a guy

with a gun". McDonald noticed smoke in the security area and thought a bomb may have

detonated. She decided to exit the building as there may be a fire and went to get her jacket.

She intended to leave the building out the back door past the elevators. As she did so, she

observed the accused Clayton with the rifle. McDonald immediately thought the security guard

had been shot.



30. The accused Clayton was through the security doors. He pointed the rifle at McDonald

and told her "Get over here, get over here right now". McDonald could see her supervisor

motioning her to come inside the secure wellness area, but McDonald was not going to

challenge Clayton. She did not want to get shot as she believed the security guard had been

shot. Clayton repeated, with a very angry look on his face "get over here right now".

31. The elevators are controlled by a card reader. Clayton pointed the gun at McDonald and

demanded she open them. McDonald's pass card wouldn't work, so Donnelly used his.

32. Clayton told them to get on the elevator. He directed them to stand in the corners of the

elevator. He stood in the front He said he wanted to go to the top floor; he wanted a conference

room.

33. The top floor in the WCB Central building is the 8th floor. The elevator went directly to the

8th floor with no stops.

34. Andrew Hoffman (Hoffman) worked for building maintenance at the WCB. He had been

at work since 7:00 am. He was waiting for an elevator on the 8th floor to retrieve a lens light.

[See Exhibit A, Scene Tab, picture 17]

35. When the elevator doors opened, the accused Clayton was the first one to come out.

Hoffman saw the rifle and didn't know or understand what was going on. He gave a confused

smile.

36. The accused Clayton struck Hoffman in the chest with the muzzle of the gun in a forward

jabbing motion. He stated: "this is not a joke, get down on the floor". Hoffman backed up and

proned out, face down on the ground.

37. The accused Clayton herded the hostages off the elevator. After everyone was off the

elevator he ordered Hoffman to get up and go with them. Clayton followed behind Hoffman.

Hoffman did not look back.

38. Clayton said "where is your biggest meeting room". He wanted one with a door that could



lock. Two of the hostages pointed to the back corner. It was now clear to Hoffman that this was

a hostage situation. The accused Clayton said: "let's go - everyone go". Donnelly, being familiar

with the 8th floor, led the group to the conference room.

39. On the 8th floor, the elevators open into a hallway that also includes a stairwell. The

hallway proceeds past a set of male/femaie washrooms to the reception area/counter. The 8th

floor is an open design consisting of individual walled work spaces/cubicles. On the north end of

the floor, there is another exit stairwell and male/female washrooms. In the north east corner of

the floor is a conference room. There are a number of access walkways through and around the

cubicles. The conference room was marked as "Meeting room, room C8211". The "C" indicates

the room is in the Central building. "8", is a reference to the 8th floor. [See Exhibit A: Diagram

Tab; 8th floor diagram],

40. The group moved in a path directly across the floor from the elevator banks toward the

rear stairwell. This path is lined almost entirely by cubicle walls with no entrances. The cubicles

are of such height that they cannot be seen over if standing unless stretching. The exception is

a couple of administrative assistant desks situated along this pathway in the first third of the

floor, closest to the elevators. At the north end of the floor, the group would turn right and walk

straight toward the conference room. [See Exhibit A: Diagram Tab; 8th floor diagram].

41. The group moved along silently and sullenly with the accused Clayton in the rear.

Clayton was holding the rifle in his left hand, resting the butt on his hip, with the muzzle pointed

toward the ceiling. He was smoking and carried a lit cigarette in his right hand. It appeared

most employees on the 8th floor were unaware of the group or of what was occurring.

42. As the group moved toward the conference room, the accused Clayton would direct other

employees they encountered to come with them.

43. Nicole Ferguson (Ferguson), an administrative assistant and Shannon Blum (Blum) a

case assistant, were working on the 8th floor of the WCB Central building. They were at the

desks which were unobstructed from view along the path across the floor from the elevators to

the back stairwell. As the group walked by, Hoffman tried to make eye contact with Ferguson

and Blum to attempt to warn them.
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44. Ferguson was accustomed to seeing many people walk by to use the meeting rooms or

work on the floor. Her attention'was drawn to the hostages, not by their passing, but by the

smell of cigarette smoke. The WCB Central building is a non-smoking building. She looked up

and saw McDonald whom she knew. She observed McDonald as appearing scared, red-eyed

and wide-eyed. McDonald did not respond when Ferguson greeted her.

45. Ferguson saw the red of the accused Clayton's lit cigarette before she saw him. Clayton

was scanning around with his eyes as he walked. He appeared calm and authoritative. He

directed Blum and Ferguson: "You have to come with me" or "you have to go with them". He did

not yell or scream the direction. He had a smirk on his face. Ferguson thought he looked almost

proud of himself. He was in control and looked kind of happy with himself.

46. Blum's attention was drawn to the group when she observed Morrow shaking his hand in

a motion to move which she later understood was his attempt to warn her. He was followed by

McDonald who was visibly upset. She then saw the gunman.

47. Blum immediately followed the direction to join the hostages. Ferguson hesitated; she

was not registering what was going on. Ferguson complied when she saw Blum move. They

both got in line and followed the group.

48. Alex Wong (Wong) was an administrative assistant working on the 8th floor of the WCB

Central Building. She was walking down the hallway toward her cubicle. The accused Clayton

was standing directly in front of her desk. He told her "you, you come". Wong got in line.

49. Catherine Hughston (Hughston) worked as an account manager on the 8th floor of the

WCB Central Building. She was getting ready to work off site to provide training. She was

crossing the aisle to the photocopy room. She saw Wong's face as she walked by and knew

something was wrong. Then she saw the gunman. The accused Clayton told her: "You - get

going". Hughston complied and followed the group.

50. As the group came to the end of the hall, near the back stairwell, they came to a

complete stop. Ferguson turned to McDonald who looked terrified. She asked McDonald if she

was okay. McDonald said she was really scared. Then McDonald whispered to Ferguson "run".
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51. Ferguson did not hesitate. She ran in the direction of the conference room. She did not

look back. She did not know where the gunman was. She ran and hid in a cubicle on the right

hand side of that hallway. This cubicle had a door. Sharon Kirstad (Kirstad) worked there.

Ferguson asked Kirstad to call 911 and then Ferguson spoke to the dispatcher.

52. Ferguson was not aware where the gunman and hostages were. She could only advise

the dispatcher that he was on the 8th floor and had people at gunpoint. She was directed by the

dispatcher to remain hidden and quiet in the cubicle until the police could arrive.

53. Marie Collins (Collins) worked on the 8th floor of the WCB Central building. Her cubicle

was two cubicles away from the conference room on the interior of the hallway. She had been at

work since approximately 8:00 am and was heading back to her cubicle with some oatmeal she

had heated in the kitchen. As Collins came toward the intersection of the hallways, she

observed Blum. Blum was crying, shaking and looking scared. Bium made a pointing motion

behind her. Collins looked behind Blum and saw the gunman and the other hostages. He

ushered her in. Collins felt she had no alternative and complied. She didn't know where he was

taking them.

54. Donnelly was leading the group. At one point he turned behind to see where the accused

Clayton was. He could not see him. Donnelly considered trying to escape by running to the

back stairwell. However, since he did not know the gunman's exact location, he didn't take that

chance. Donnelly proceeded to the 8th floor meeting room where they all converged.

55. The accused Clayton had all 9 hostages enter the boardroom. Then he entered the

room and closed and locked the door behind him. Clayton gestured to the table and chairs. He

advised everyone to "make yourself comfortable because we are going to be here for a while".

He said he wasn't going to hurt anyone. The hostages were holding hands and crying. They

took seats as far away from Clayton as possible.

_<

56. The door to the conference room was on the west wall of the southwest corner of the

room. The room consisted of 5 small tables pushed together to make a large table in the centre

of the room. There were chairs around the large table. On the south side of the room, there

was a small table with a computer on it. There was a drop down screen in front of a white board

and an audio video stand with an overhead projector on it. Along the east wall, which had 5
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windows, there was a flip chart and two small tables. Along the north wall which had 4 windows,

there were two plants in the north east and north west corners. Along the west wall, there were

several chairs and a small round table. An overhead projector hung from the ceiling. [See

Exhibit A: Scene Tab; photos 25-32].

57. The accused Clayton placed a backpack on the table and removed from it several plastic

cases holding ammunition, a Ziploc bag holding ammunition, red tie down straps, balls of yellow

twine and a knife.

58. The accused Clayton threw the yellow twine out to the hostages and directed them to tie

one arm of the person next to them with the yellow twine. Most of the hostages had difficulty

doing this. Many made attempts to have it appear that they were tied. Clayton never pursued it

and never checked the quality of the binding. As the situation wore on, most hostages were

loose of their binding and Clayton made no comment.

59. As the hostages were complying with the command to tie themselves, Clayton ordered

Wong to close the blinds to the room as he was certain that Police had a sniper.

60. He also took out a CD disc with music he burned for them to listen to, so there wouldn't

be awkward silences. Clayton had one of the female hostages boot up the computer and try to

put the CD on. It wouldn't load. He directed her to put on the radio instead.

61. Morrow knew the accused Clayton had already discharged the firearm. He feared the

situation would end badly (i.e. people would die). Clayton had enough ammunition for a fire

fight. Morrow had a pocket knife in his pocket He held it in his hand and seriously considered

using it in an attempt to free himself. He decided this was not a suitable option and put the knife

back in his pocket.

62. Brown knew the situation wasn't good from the moment she saw the accused Clayton

with the gun. She thought this was it. They were all going to die.

63. Donnelly thought this was his last day alive. He was terrified. He put his head down and

started to hyperventilate. His face was red. His breathing was erratic.
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64. MacDonald was a wreck. She believed she would die, particularly after she saw the

bullets. She was shaking and crying and holding the hands of the other women hostages.

65. Hoffman prepared himself to die. He contemplated dialing 911 as he had a ceil phone,

but then the accused Clayton called 911. Fear changed from his own death to having himself

and all the people in the room watch Clayton kill himself.

66. Blum was very scared. She was terrified the accused Clayton would kill them all if he got

upset. She wished he would die or give up so they could go home. She was shaking and

crying.

67. Wong was a wreck. She was scared, shaking and crying. Even her legs were shaking.

She also held hands with the other women hostages. She thought she would die. She would cry

whenever anyone cried - other hostages or the accused Clayton

68. Hughston felt terrified when they got in the room. She felt bad for some of the women

who were very upset.

69. Collins was very scared. She was "freaking out", shaking and crying. She wished she

could contact her partner to tell him what was happening. She thought if the accused Clayton

wanted to take someone's life, he could. Irrational people do irrational things.

70. The accused Clayton asked for a phone. Wong pointed out the conference phone.

Clayton directed Wong to dial 911 and put the phone on speaker phone option.

71. Having established contact with 911, Clayton spoke to Police communications and

identified himself. He stated he was at the WCB building and that he was holding people

hostage. Clayton wanted to speak to the Chief of Police and was advised the Chief was not

available. He had a conversation with the evaluator, Al Dubeta (Dubeta) who started to solicit

information from him about his personal antecedents.

72. Outside the room on the 8th floor, people were not aware of what was happening.

Employees started to come out of their cubicles trying to determine where the smell of the

cigarette smoke was coming from. Ferguson decided to come out of Kierstad's cubicle to warn
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people to stay quiet and stay in their cubicles. Another employee, Rhonda Dean (Dean) whose

cubicle is at the back stairwell intersection of the hallways where the group turned to go to the

. conference room, heard voices in the conference room. Dean told other 8th floor employees the

meeting room was closed and she believed they were inside.

73. Employees started to run for the front stairs near the elevators. Ferguson was one of

them. They fled as fast as they could down the stairs. The police were at the very bottom of the

stairwell.

74. The police asked the group some questions and then instructed them to run in a single

file toward the legislature grounds. It was chilly. Most people did not have coats. Upon arrival,

people scurried into a building seeking shelter. This attracted the attention of the sheriffs who

were on site. Ferguson advised the sheriffs of what had occurred. They took her to their

security office to give a statement.

75. The hostages in the conference room were noting that complainant Donnelly appeared to

need medical attention. The accused Clayton inquired (on the prompting of the evaluator

Dubeta) whether any of the other hostages had medical conditions or were pregnant. Donnelly

put his hand up. He had high blood pressure. Clayton told him he was going to be let go.

76. Clayton gave Donnelly a ring of keys, pointing out his suite key, his wallet and a gold

colored note book. On the suggestion of a hostage, Clayton took the note book back, removed

a page of paper and had all of the hostages write their names on the paper. As the paper

returned from its turn around the table, he had the hostages add family contact numbers.

77. As the paper was making its trips around the table the accused Clayton disclosed a

strong dislike of his treating doctor relating to a 2003 workplace knee injury.

78. Clayton advised the police evaluator, Dubeta, that he was releasing Donnelly and gave

Donnelly the paper that had been passed to the hostages and he was to "go" with the list of

names, keys, wallet and notebook (a journal of his angry journey with the WCB).

79. Donnelly got up and walked out the door. He was concerned that this was just a ruse

and that he would be shot in the back. It was only when he heard the door click behind him that
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he fully realized he had been let go. It was 9:11 am.

80. As Donnelly walked away, he realized there was a woman in one of the work stations on

the 8th floor, still working and apparently oblivious to what was going on nearby in the meeting

room. She did not believe Donnelly's warnings when he told her to leave. Donnelly then

proceeded to the back stairwell where he came upon a maintenance worker who was coming

from the body of the 8th floor. Donnelly warned him about the gunman. Donnelly was met by the

police on the stairwell who escorted him across the seventh floor and down another stairwell on

the opposite side of the building (the front stairwell). Donnelly wanted to have a cigarette, but

when he saw the police sniper outside behind a tree, changed his mind and was escorted off the

premises to be interviewed.

81. In the conference room the accused Clayton was connected with Sgt Mark Houle, the

hostage negotiator (the negotiator). Clayton spent the majority of the time until the incident

ended, talking to the negotiator.

82. The hostages could hear all conversations between Clayton and Dubeta and with the

negotiator as they were taking place on the conference phone. When Clayton was off the phone

he would tell the hostages abotrt-his troubled life and his grievances.

83. Brown told Clayton that Morrow was not a WCB employee, but a WCB client who was

there to see a doctor. Clayton replied that is just too bad; Morrow was in the wrong place at the

wrong time.

84/ Morrow had a pack of cigarettes. He asked the accused Clayton if he could smoke.

Clayton allowed him to. Blum also smoked a cigarette as did Clayton.

85. The accused Clayton directed Wong to display his WCB file on the conference room

screen. He knew his claim number by heart. He wanted her to print it, but there was no printer

in the room. Wong could not get it to print. Brown sent it to the copy centre in the basement.

86. The accused Clayton received two calls on his personal ceil phone. The first appeared

to be from a friend. Clayton told the caller that he was down at the WCB holding hostages. The
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second call appeared to come from a news station. Clayton seemed surprised he still had

minutes on the phone. He told the news people to corne down to the building.

87. At approximately 10:30 am, on one of the occasions when the accused Clayton hung up

the phone on the negotiator, Hughston said "I would like to go to the toilet and I promise to come

back". Two more female hostages said they also needed to use the washroom. Clayton said

they could go, one at a time.

88. Hughston left for the washroom and came back even though tactical police members in

the hallway did not want her to do so. Hughson was concerned that if she did not come back, it

would put the others in harms way. After consultation with the command post, the tactical

officers let Hughston make her own decision. She went back to the conference room. The door

was locked and she had to knock to get back in.

89. Blum went to the bathroom next. When Blum exited the room, she saw the tactical

police and went to them. She was escorted to the 7th floor to see EMS and then out of the

building.

90. The accused Clayton was relatively calm until the negotiator said he would give him

water, food cigarettes if in good faith, he let people go. Clayton became really angry and used

profanity. He said he absolutely wasn't letting anyone go.

91. At this point, the negotiator asked for the second time if Clayton would let someone go -

Clayton became angry and said no. He got very aggressive.

92. Hughston asked the accused Clayton if he had a chance to talk to the media, would he

let them go and he replied he would.

93. In an effort to try to appease the accused Clayton, Brown called the CBC on Morrow's

cell phone. Brown, Morrow and Clayton all spoke with a reporter until the news manager came

on the phone line and advised Clayton that CBC policy prevented them from talking to him

during this situation. The call ended.

94. After a while, they shut off the music on the computer. Clayton realized they had an

internet connection there. He had Wong bring up the CTV website and the contact page where
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people could write to the CTV. Clayton dictated a note explaining more or less why he was

doing this - to let people know about the corruption going on in the WCB, how he was fed up

with bureaucracy in general and decided to take matters into his own hands. He cut it off

abruptly because the negotiator was calling back. He said he would follow up later.

95. A hostage typed Clayton's story on the "tip" portion of the CBC website.

96. Collins saw the situation had escalated and just decided to go to the bathroom while she

could. Clayton's response was "I know you will probably not come back and I don't fuckin care".

97. Collins tried to close the door behind her twice but-the bolt (or door lock) was extended

on the other side. As soon as she emerged, the tactical team took her to the 7th floor. Collins

was released 10 minutes after Blum. She left the conference room around 11:20- 11:25 am.

98. Clayton tried to use the fact Blum and Collins left to his advantage. He told the

negotiator that he was acting in good faith by letting people go and now the police had to show

him some good faith.

99. Water was brought to the conference room door by the police robot, wrapped in duct

tape. Clayton opened the door quite wide and brought in the water. The hostages thought the

police might make an attempt to grab him.

100. At approximately noon, negotiations seemed to be at a stand still. Every time the

negotiatorwould talk with the accused Clayton, he would get angry and hang up and flip/fling the

rifle around. He would walk around with the rifle and kind of fling it around. The hostages would

cry because Clayton was "all over the place" with the rifle. He did not point it at any of the

hostages in the conference room. Morrow and Hughston would calm him down.

101. McDonald was crying a lot at this time. She was tied to Hoffman and he tried to comfort

her.

102. Around 12:45 pm the negotiator asked the accused Clayton to let go of hostages for

food. Clayton said he would let go of two. He turned to the hostages and said "you guys decide".

It was decided that McDonald and Brown would go. However, after another 20 minutes on the
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phone, Clayton only let McDonald go. He looked at her and said - "go, go now". As she left the

conference room, the tactical team immediately escorted her away.

103. At approximately 1:00 pm, Hoffman left to go to the bathroom. At this time Clayton was

off the phone with the negotiator. He was upset and crying and the other hostages were talking

to him. Hoffman intended to go back in the room because he did not want to leave the others.

When he left the conference room, there were many tactical members and Hoffman did what

they asked him to do.

104. The robot came to the door with sandwiches. This time the accused Clayton stayed

away from the door. He directed Wong to open the door. Clayton was observed to put his finger

on the trigger of the rifle when the robot came to the door. Otherwise he would handle it by the

muzzle or butt. He pointed the rifle at the door and said he wanted to get at least one shot off at

the police prior to the police entering.

105. Brown tried to convince Clayton to eat. He only had a few sips of water as he was

concerned there were sedatives in the food. Brown tried to keep him calm. She tried to say

what he wanted to hear. The accused Clayton gave Brown a Bart Simpson toy from a fast food

outlet that he had in his backpack. He told her to make sure she gave the toy to his son.

106. At approximately 2:00 pm, the robot came to the door with two cigarettes. Again the

accused Clayton stayed away from the door. He had Wong open the door and retrieve the

cigarettes. Brown and Wong were let go together in exchange for the cigarettes. They too were

immediately escorted away by tactical officers. Wong felt she couldn't leave any earlier to go the

bathroom because she didn't want to leave Hughston there.

107. Hughston and Morrow said they would stay and walk out with Clayton without a gun.

108. At approximately 2:45 pm Hughston left when she had to go to the bathroom again. She

offered to walk out with Clayton, but he said he was not leaving here, not going to jail.

109. When Morrow was the last hostage with Clayton, Clayton put the rifle down several

times. Morrow offered to leave walking out of the room with him, walking side by side.
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110. Clayton took a bullet out of the Ziploc bag and put it In Morrow's pocket. He told Morrow

to keep it as something to remember him by. He also gave Morrow Canada Revenue Agency

Statements of Income for the prior 2 years to show people. Morrow ultimately passed these

things over to the police.

111. At 6:10 pm Morrow was released,

112. A few minutes later, the accused Clayton was called out of the conference room and

arrested on scene by Tactical members.

113. The accused Clayton gave a DVD recorded Chartered and Cautioned inculpatory

statement to police, which is in evidence.

114. The hostages indicated that the following occurred, during the course of the incident, the

exact time of which is unknown:

• At the beginning Clayton was "all business" and as the incident went along, his tone

1 softened.

• Clayton apologized to the hostages several times.

• Clayton told the hostages several times that he was not going to hurt anyone.

• Clayton would say to the hostages, I'm not going to hurt you, but then in the next

sentence on the phone to the negotiator he'd say "If you don't give me what I want, then

someone is going to get hurt."

• The Accused told the negotiator the only person that will get hurt is him.

• The hostages had the sense that Clayton would hurt someone only when he was talking

to the negotiator.

• Clayton kept hanging up on the negotiator. He was frustrated that the negotiator had to

always go back to his boss. It was more red tape and red tape was the source of

Clayton's frustration. The hostages took it upon themselves to talk Clayton down. They

listened to his story and said they would vouch for him.

• 'Morrow kept Clayton calm by sharing his cigarettes with him.

• Morrow and Hughston each offered to stay with Clayton until the end if he let everyone

else go.
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At one point, the accused Clayton wanted to prove a point to the negotiator. He pointed

the gun toward the windows and told the hostages cover their ears as he was going to

shoot a round off. The hostages were frightened. They talked to Clayton and calmed

him down, convincing him not to shoot a round.

Clayton's moods were up and down but he was not mad at anyone in the room. The

hostages didn't trust what he would do when he got angry. He was unstable.

Clayton wanted the hostages to buy into his situation and bond with him. Some did so to

de-escalate the situation and get people out of the room. Others did not.

Clayton's demands weren't clear and he appeared to lack a plan.

Clayton said he has a crack addict and a crack head. He said his son saw him do crack.

Clayton said he abused prescription drugs.

Clayton did not appear to be high. He was lucid.

Clayton said he had not eaten in a while.

Clayton smoked a marijuana joint which was in Morrow's cigarette pack. He offered it to

the rest of them and blew the smoke out the door.

Clayton cried every time he mentioned his son. He said he was separated from his son

and estranged from his son's mother.

Clayton was mad at his doctor who he claimed wrecked his knee and the case worker

that he claimed barely gave him enough money to live.

The Accused told the hostages that he had been in jail before, that he had done time for

a B & E (i.e. break and enter). He said he was never going to go back to jail, not even for

the night. There was only one way out.

Clayton stated: "I'm not leaving here. I'm not going to jail-too late for me, I'm done". He

said all of you will go free, but I will not.

Clayton kept calling this "his last stand". The hostages feared that Clayton was going to

kill himself and that everyone was going to witness it.

Clayton said he wanted his story to be national and all he wanted was to be heard

They were following a live feed on the internet on a computer in the conference room

Clayton contacted several media via cell phone and internet while in the conference

room.

He had one of the hostages type an e-mail for him to a media outlet.

He said he came to the WCB building on Monday afternoon of this week (i.e. Oct 19) at

4:15 pm because he was planning to do it (i.e. hostage taking) then. He had the gun in a

bag and was approached by a security officer who told him the building was closing soon
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and perhaps he should come back.

• Clayton got cold feet and didn't have the guts ("balls") to do it (i.e. hostage taking) on

Monday. He had the balls to do it today.

• Clayton said he considered doing it on Tuesday (i.e. Oct 20) because ex- president Bush

was in Edmonton and he could have told Bush to get out of the country. He could have

let all Canada and the United States know that the WCB had treated him like dirt.

Clayton wanted ail the politicians across the country to know.

• Clayton said that he had "held up" the high level bridge approximately 3 years ago. He

had been standing on top of the high level bridge and told police not to touch wires

because they were live. When this happened he was looking for media attention. When

he did this he was promised attention and did not get it.

• Clayton admitted to firing a round when he entered the WCB building.

• Clayton said he was sorry he might have hurt Hoffman with the gun.

• When Clayton would talk on the phone, he would sit next to the phone. When he was off

the phone he would sit by the door. At all times he was in possession of the rifle.

• Clayton would sit and hold the rifle in close when he cried or he would whip it around

(fling or flare it, be "all over the place") when he was angry and ranting. When he would

. whip it around the hostages would cry.

• Clayton never pointed the rifle at the hostages while in the conference room

• At one point Clayton tried to stay away from the door to see if he could "cover" the door

(i.e. with the rifle).

115. All 9 complainants were held from 8:45 am. They were released at random intervals

during the day, with the final one being released at 6:10 pm.

116. None of the hostages suffered any physical harm.

117. During the forensic examination of the 8th floor conference room, a number of exhibits

were seized by Cst. Sadoway (Sadoway). There was a rifle lying on the large table. The rifle

was facing 2 o'clock (12 o'clock being straight north). The rifle was a bolt action with a scope

and sling. It was marked as exhibit KS-2. There was a grey and black backpack on the

southwest corner of the table. It was marked as exhibit KS-3. The backpack had the top

unzipped. There was a plastic bag of bullets, red tie down straps and several coils of yellow roe

visible. To the north of the rifle was a key ring with a number of keys on it. It was marked as
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exhibit KS-4. On the small round table by the door, was a cell phone. It was marked as exhibit

KS-5. There were two Bic lighters on the table. They were marked as exhibit KS-6. Also on the

small table was a lid from a wipes container. It contained a number of cigarette butts. On the

table with the computer, there was a water bottle with a number of cigarette butts. On the table

with the computer, there was a water bottle with a number of cigarette butts inside the bottle. In

the southeast corner, there was the plastic wipes container. It was full of a yellow liquid. The

container was placed on a piece of paper on which was written "Caution, urine, pee". On the

large centre table, there were water bottles and food. Cst. Gary Short (Short) took pictures of

the scene. [See Exhibit A: Scene Tab, pictures 27-43]

118. Cst. Henning unloaded the rifle. The rifle was a bolt action. The bolt was closed. The

safety was off. When the bolt was pulled back, a round could be seen in the barrel. The round

was ejected. It was marked as exhibit KS-2A. There was another round in the magazine. It was

removed and marked as exhibit KS-2B. The ammunition was photographed in place [See

Exhibit A: Scene Tab, pictures 33-35]

119. Sadoway and Short examined the exhibits and photographed them. The gun case

(exhibit KS-1) was empty. The rifle (exhibit KS-2) was a 6.5 mm Weatherby Magnum caliber

with a Bushnell scope. The back pack (exhibit KS-3) was emptied. It contained 6 loose rounds

of ammunition in a front pocket of the pack. In the main pocket of the pack, there were 4 coils of

yellow rope, 2 red tie down straps, a small back handled paring knife, a coil of white rope, a

Ziploc bag containing 22 rounds of ammunition, and 6 plastic cases of ammunition (containing

100 rounds). The key ring (exhibit KS-4) had a large ring with 8 keys and a small ring with 3

keys. The cell phone (exhibit KS-5) was a Telus Samsung phone with the phone number of

(587) 784-2824. The lighters (exhibit KS-6) were Bic. [See Exhibit A: Exhibit Tab photographs 2-

30]

120. Video surveillance captured scenes on the exterior of the WCB and on the main floor

near the security desk. [See Exhibit A, Video, CD images]

121. The WCB surveillance video was handed over to the EPS by WCB security officer Chad

Mizibrocky (Miziibrocky). Cst Cindy Fasenko (Fasenko) extracted 10 still images from the video.

[See Exhibit A: Video tab; photos 1 -10]
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122. Larry Snidal (Snidal) is employed as an armourer with the EPS. He is qualified an expert

in the identification, classification, maintenance, operation, adaptation, alteration, use and safe

handling of firearms. He received the rifle and ammunition seized from the scene from Sadoway

and conducted an analysis (i.e. examined, determined the mechanical condition of and test

fired)

123. Snidal described the exhibits as follows:

Exhibit KS2: One (1) bolt action rife, make Browning, model Mauser, 6.5 mm

Weatherby Magnum caliber, serial number 138755 with two (2) 6.5 mm

Weatherby Magnum caliber cartridges (exhibits KS2a and KS2b).

Exhibit KS3a: Six (6) 6.5 mm Weatherby Magnum caliber cartridges

Exhibit KS3f; Twenty two (22) 6.5 mm Weatherby Magnum caliber cartridges

Exhibit KS3g: Five (5) plastic ammunition boxes, each containing twenty (20) 6.5 mm

Weatherby Magnum caliber cartridges and one (1) empty ammunition

box.

124. Snidal concluded:

Exhibit KS2: the rifle is a firearm within the meaning of section 2 of the Criminal Code

of Canada, in that it is a barreled weapon from which a projectile can be

discharged and that is capable of causing serious bodily injury or death to

a person.

Exhibits KS2a and b, KS3a. KS3f and KS3g -the cartridges are consistent with being

functional rounds of ammunition that are capable of being fired in the rifle,

exhibit KS2

125. During the incident, the WCB Building was secured by EPS downtown Division

members. An inner cordon of the area was maintained by them until relieved by Tactical Section

members and the incident came under the command of Inspector Dubord. At 8:58 am, a

Command Post was set up at 108 Street and 100 Ave.

i 26. It was arranged for ETS buses to pick up all evacuees and transport them to 100 Ave

and 108 Street. EPS members identified and recorded the names of the evacuees and

identified any additional witnesses.
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127. A secondary command post was set up at the WCB Jarvis Building at 9925 107 Street.

128. In addition to the immediate threat to those in the building, the event posed a threat to

the people of neighboring buildings as well and led to the evacuation of many buildings/offices

facing the conference room where the accused held his hostages. An inner perimeter was

established in which people were evacuated. The inner perimeter extended from 100 Ave to the

north and 98 Ave to the south between 106 Street to the east and a half block west of 108

Street A safe outer perimeter was established to protect pedestrian and vehicular traffic

legitimately in the area from potential danger. This perimeter extended from Jasper Avenue to

the north to 97 Avenue to the south and from 105 street to the east to 109 street to the west.

[See Exhibit A: Diagrams, aerial diagram. The orange line marks the inner perimeter and the

yellow line marks the outer perimeter].

129. During the course of this investigation EPS members assisted WCB in the evacuation of

hundreds of employees for the entire day. EPS assistance was primarily centered on the 9912 -

107 St building (where the incident was occurring). Significant time, effort and resources were

spent safely removing employees nearest to danger. However given police containment of the

scene, hundreds of other WCB employees were denied access to their workplace by police.

This included the WCB Jarvis building across the street. [See Exhibit A: Exterior scene, photos

1-18]

130. Approximately 1200 employees worked in both buildings WCB buildings (Central and

Jarvis). Many were evacuated; many more were not allowed access while some were allowed to

remain on site in designated "safe areas" for the day. WCB Security and Management worked

well into the evening assisting EPS and their own employees and families, friends and co-

workers of the hostages. Regardless there was a loss of employee productivity both on that day

and the days that followed for WCB which are conservatively estimated at $200,000.

131. Beyond the physical threat to life, the accused caused a significant impact to the

community at large. The WCB building and many neighboring businesses were shut down for

the entire day. Hundreds of people were evacuated. Several city blocks were closed to traffic.

Due to the closing off the streets, most of the evacuees could not access their vehicles and had
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to make alternative arrangements to go home, sometimes without personal possessions.

132. The incident required a significant amount of EPS resources, requiring the involvement

of jn excess of 140 EPS officers deployed at the scene from a variety of areas within the'service.

The majority of them spent their entire shift at the scene and some incurred additional overtime.

Some were required to attend a debriefing the following day and there was time logging exhibits

and compiling reports in the days following. These members were both sworn and civilian

personnel and included Patrol members from all 5 Divisions, Tactical, Analysts, Victim Services,

CIS and CID Detectives, Admin staff and others. As to financial costs; salaries and overtime for

the EPS personnel is estimated to have exceeded $100,000. Given this service-wide drain of

resources the capacity for regular response in all 5 divisions was significantly reduced. Further,

some court cases could not proceed as officers required for testimony were on scene.

133. Edmonton Transit donated seven (7) ETS buses and personnel to assist in the

evacuation process. EPS Victim's Services Unit called in many of their available personnel that

day as well.

The facts in the preceding pages are agreed to by all parties as facts the Crown can prove beyond

a reasonable doubt.

DATED at the City of Edmonton in the Province of Alberta, this 7fh day of November, 2011.
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